Banking for the future: an Australian experience in brain banking.
The New South Wales (NSW) Tissue Resource Centre (TRC) has been set up to provide Australian and international researchers with fixed and frozen brain tissue from cases that are well characterised, both clinically and pathologically, for projects related to neuropsychiatric and alcohol-related disorders. A daily review of the Department of Forensic Medicine provides initial information regarding a potential collection. If the case adheres to the strict inclusion criteria, the pathologist performing the postmortem examination is approached regarding retention of the brain tissue. The next of kin of the deceased is then contacted requesting permission to retain the brain for medical research. Cases are also obtained through donor programmes, where donors are assessed and consent to donate their brain during life. Once the brain is removed at autopsy, the brain is photographed, weighed and the volume determined, the brainstem and cerebellum are removed. The two hemispheres are divided, one hemisphere is fresh frozen and one fixed (randomised). Prior to freezing, the hemisphere is sliced into 1-cm coronal slices and a set of critical area blocks is taken. All frozen tissues are kept bagged at -80 degrees C. The other hemisphere is fixed in 15% buffered formalin for 2 weeks, embedded in agar and sliced at 3-mm intervals in the coronal plane. Tissue blocks from these slices are used for neuropathological analysis to exclude any other pathology. The TRC currently has 230 cases of both fixed and frozen material that has proven useful in a range of techniques in many research projects. These techniques include quantitative analyses of brain regions using neuropathological, neurochemical, neuropharmacological and gene expression assays.